Mobile Dance Floor

Each sectional frame has holes and adjusting pins which can be used to compensate for any unevenness in the subfloor. We have affixed special felt strips
underneath every dance floor element,
firstly to protect your floor and secondly
to optimise its grip on the sub-floor.

Finally, the appropriate light-metal
edging (gold-anodized) is fitted to the
outer edges. This is done just as easily
as the connection of the individual
elements. The bevelled section looks
good, is non-slip thanks to its grooved
surface, and hence helps to keep your
guests safe.

Oak laminate

Let‘s dance!

Oak parquet, mosaic

„May I have this dance?“

3 steps to the finished dance floor

Lay your own mobile oak parquet
dance floor in next to no time
		

Step 1 - Laying:
Lay out the elements (18 kg each) in your
hall. Our solid oak parquet floors are 27 mm
thick and easy to handle.
A light-metal sectional frame with pressedin corner sections ensures high stability, high
strength and complete edge protection.

Each sectional frame has holes and adjusting pins which can be used to compensate for any unevenness in the subfloor. We have affixed special felt strips
underneath every dance floor element,
firstly to protect your floor and secondly
to optimise its grip on the sub-floor.

The elements are locked to one another
using a socket spanner.

Step 2 - Locking:

This is done effortlessly and quickly
– only a half-turn is needed.

Easy handling when laying
the dance floor segments.

Step 3 - Edging:
Our mobile dance floors have been providing their worth all
over the world for many years now. In no time at all, you can put
on splendid balls in your hall or building. This makes the mobile
dance floor an additional money spinner.

Finally, the appropriate light-metal
edging (gold-anodized) is fitted to the
outer edges. This is done just as easily
as the connection of the individual
elements. The bevelled section looks
good, is non-slip thanks to its grooved
surface, and hence helps to keep your
guests safe.

Oak laminate

The sturdy dance floor segments are made from high-quality
oak parquet.

The benefit for you: You decide what size you want, with the elements measuring 95 x 95 cm.
Its weight, its ingenious connecting system and its high-quality
workmanship make it hard to detect that this is a mobile dance
floor.
Our dance floors together with their edging sections are stowed
on a practical transport trolley.

Let‘s dance!

Oak parquet, mosaic

Transport trolley
You can store and transport your dance floor elements in
the practical transport trolley provided for them.
It has room for up to 25 elements plus their edging sections.

Space-saving and tidy storage on
the strong transport trolley.

